Surrounding rim formation and reduction in size after radiofrequency ablation for primary breast cancer.
Radiofrequency ablation (RFA) has recently been used to treat small breast cancer. However, there are no data on the long-term morphological features after the procedure. The present study attempts to clarify the characteristics of and changes in the ablated lesion. A total of 17 breast cancer patients underwent RFA using a single needle featuring an internally cooled electrode; this was followed by whole-breast irradiation and adjuvant systemic therapy. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) using a 1.5-T system was performed before and 1, 3, 6, and 12 months after ablation, and the morphological characteristics and the size of the ablated lesion were evaluated. Mammography was also performed for a comparison with the MRI measurement. MRI displayed no residual enhancement of the tumor after RFA; there was an altered signal intensity with peripheral enhancement, however, and the area decreased in size gradually at a rate of 3.3% per month. Mammography showed a ring surrounding a roundish area whose size was equal to that seen with MRI. Our current series demonstrated the morphological characteristics on breast imaging after RFA plus radiation therapy. The size of the ablated area decreased over time. These findings are valuable for clinical follow-up of breast cancer patients undergoing RFA.